
Column About Required vs. Optional 

SKU This is the unique identifier for your product, which should match the product SKU on your site. 

 

Note: the SKU is used to determine whether a product exists or is a new addition to your Buy with 

Prime catalog so make sure to provide the correct SKU.  

Standalone: Required  

Parent: Optional 

Variation: Required  

Updated SKU Use this field if you need to update the SKU in your Buy with Prime catalog to match the SKU on 

your site. 

Optional unless updating the SKU in your Buy with Prime catalog. 

Title This is the title of the product.  Standalone: Required  

Parent: Required  

Variation: Optional (since the title will be the same as the parent product) 

Description This is the description of the product.  Optional  

Fulfilled By This is the party that fulfills the order. Standalone: Required when you are importing any new product; optional 

when you are updating an existing product. 

Parent: Optional (not used) 

Variation: Required 

Price This is the price of the product. Standalone: Required when you are importing any new product; optional 

when you are updating an existing product.  

Parent: Optional (not used) 

Variation: Required 

Amazon_SKU This is the SKU for the product that should match your Amazon SKU on Seller Central for the 

product that should be shipped for a Buy with Prime order. 

Standalone: Required when you are importing any new product, optional 

when you are updating an existing product. 

Parent: Optional (not used) 

Variation: Required 

Offer Prime This indicates whether the product will be offered for Prime when all conditions are met Standalone: Required when you are importing any new product; optional 

when you are updating an existing product. 

Parent: Optional (not used) 

Variation: Required 

Variation Option Variation option indicates the name of a variation for a product. For example, a T-Shirt may have 

different sizes. The Variation Option in this case is ‘Size’.  

Standalone: Optional (not used) 

Parent: Required 

Variation: Required   

Variation Option Value Variation option value indicates values of the variation option for a product. For example, a T-

Shirt may have sizes like small, medium, or large. While ‘Size’ is the variation option, there will be 

3 product rows, 1 for each Variation Option Value (‘Small’, ‘Medium’, and ‘Large’). Note:  For any 

row where there is an entry for a variation option, there must also be an entry for a variation 

option value, or the import of that row will fail. 

Standalone: Optional (not used) 

Parent: Optional (not used)  

Variation: Required 

Image URL The image URLs will display an image of your product. Optional 

Alt Image Text If the product image can’t be displayed, the alternative text is displayed in its place. Optional 

PDP URL (Product 

detail page URL) 
 URL to the product detail page on merchant's ecommerce site. Can be 

one URL for all variations or unique to each variation.  
 

Optional 



 


